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In this paper asymptotic nonnull distributions are derived for two statistics 
used in testing for the reality of the covariance matrix in a complex Gaussian 
distribution. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S be a p x p positive definite (p.d.) Hermitian random matrix, having 
a complex Wishart distribution with p.d. Hermitian scale matrix 2 and degrees 
of freedom n. That is, S N CW,(.Z, n). The density of S is then given by 
F’,‘(n) 1 Z Ien 1 S jla-p e tr - SZ-l (1) 
with f’(n) = &(P-l) I-IT-r r(n - j + 1). As S and z1 are Hermitian matrices 
they may be decomposed into their real and imaginary parts as S = S, + is, 
and Z = Z; + iZ2, with S, and Z; p.d. symmetric matrices and S, and 2s 
skew-symmetric matrices. 
For the problem of testing I&: 2 = .Zr , Zr real and unknown vs. A # H, 
Khatri (1965) derived the likelihood ratio test procedure that rejects I& if 
.A = I 4 + is2 l/l sl I < X 
where X is chosen such that the size of the test is at a specified level. By letting 
Q = S~1~“SzS~1~2, A may be written as 
A = ( I + Q ( = j I - QQ’ 11i2, (2) 
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where Q = S;1/aSaS;1/2. An alternative test, also proposed by Khatri [3], 
is based on the statistic 
7 = tr QQ’Q - QQ’)-l. (3) 
Both these statistics are invariant under the transformations on S of the form 
S -P BSB’ where B E GL(p). Hence, as in [l], we may assume without any 
loss of generality that 2-l is of the form I, + A, where A is a block diagonal 
matrix with blocks 
a, 
(‘aj 1 0’ 
j = 1, 2,..., p (4) 
where 1-1 = &p if p is even and p = i(p - 1) if p is odd. If p is odd the last 
row and column of A are zero. 
The null distribution of A was given by Khatri (1965) and the exact nonnull 
distribution of A was derived by Carter, Khatri and Srivastava [l] for the special 
case where the rank of .Z2, the non-centrality matrix, was two. Here the 
asymptotic nommll distributions of A and 7 are derived for alternatives close 
to the null hypothesis, that is, when Z-1 = I + m-IA, m = 2n - p - 4 . 
The powers of the two tests are compared at 5% and 1 yO level of significance 
in Tables 1 and 2 of Section 4. 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
LEMMA 1. Let T be a p x p lower triangular matrix, Q be a p x p skew- 
symmetric matrix and A be a p x p matrix of the block diagonal form as in (4). 
Suppose T and Q have a joi?zt density given by 
2T;‘[(m + cr)/2] fi tg+“-’ exp (-2 t&) 
$4 
f‘iXm(l + h) + OOPI r,[(m(l + h) + 4Pl 1 I - QQ’ lMl+h)+a-2%W4, 
for I - QQ’ positive de@ite, and ol = p + 4. 
Then we have the following results: 
(a) m-2E(tr2 TQT’A) = 2-l tr AA’[m-l(l -/ - h)-l + m-2(1 + h)-l(2ar - 1) 
+ m-2(1 + h)-2(l - LY)] + O(m3), 
(b) m-4E(tr”’ TQT’A) = 3/4m-2(1 + h)-2 tr2 AA’ + O(m-3), 
(c) m-2kE(tr2k TQT’A) = O(m3), k 233. 
683/W-9 
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Proof. From the joint density of T and Q, it can be shown that qfz has a 
beta density with parameters & and (m(1 + h) + 01 - 2)/2. Hence 
m-2E(tr2 TQT’A) 
= md2E [(z i g ‘F t2j,,t2j-,,LqkLaj)2] 
j=l k=l Z=l 
= 4m-2 i ((m + o1)/2)((m + 01 - 1)/2)(m(l + h) + oc - 1)-l aj2 
j=l 
= 2-1m-2(m + ci)(m + ~11 - l)(m(l + h) + 01 - 1)” tr AA’ 
= 2-l tr AA’(m-l(l +h)-1+m-2(1 +k)-1(20r-l)+m-2(l+lh)-2(1- CX)) 
+ O(m-3). 
(b) and (c) are obtained similarly. 
LEMMA 2. 
fi Wm + 01 - j + 1)/2) W41 + 4 + 4/2 - j + 1) 
V .F[(m(l + h) + 01 -i + I)/21 r-qm + a)/2 - j + 1) 
= (1 + h)+12 (1 + m-2y,((l + A>-2 - 1)) + O(ma), 
where f = p(p - I)/2 and y2 = p(p - l)(p2 + (p - 1)2 - 8)/96 and OL = 
p+i* 
The proof follows from the asymptotic expansion of the gamma function. 
LEMMA 3. 
1 I - m-2AA’ j(m+o)/4 = 1 - (4m)-l tr AA’ - ol(4ma)-l tr AA’ 
+ (32me)-I tr* AA’ + O(mJ), 
for m s@iciently large. 
The proof is obtained by taking powers of the characteristic polynomial. 
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LEMMA 4. Let T be a p x p lower triangular matrix and P a p x p skew- 
symmetric matrix, with joint density given by 
(27r)-p(p-1)‘4 (e tr - PP’/4) r;‘((m + 01)/2) fi tz+‘-j exp - C t$ , 
j=l i>k 
with CL = p + $. 
If  A is skew-symmetric, then 
(a) E(tr PP’) = p(p - 1) 
(b) E(tr2 PP’) = p(p - l)(P(p - 1) + 4) 
(c) E(tr(PP’)2) = p(p - 1)(2p - 1) 
(d) E((tr PP’>(tr f’f”)“)) = P(P - 1)(2P - I)(P(P - 1) + 8) 
(4 Wr(PP’)3) = 5p(P - l)(P2 - P + 1) 
(f) E(trs(PP’)2) = p(p - 1)(4p4 - 8p3 + 77p2 - 73~ + 48) 
(g) m-3E(tr2 T’ATP) = (2m)-l tr AA’ + m-2p tr AA’ + O(m-3) 
(h) m-4E((tr2 T’ATP)(tr PP’)) = (2m2)-l(p2 - p + 4) tr AA’ + O(m-3) 
(i) m-4E((tr2 T’ATP)(tr(PP’)2)) 
= (2m2)-‘(2p3 - 3p2 + 17p - 8) tr AA’ + O(m-3) 
(j) m-4E((tr T’ATP)(tr T’ATP3)) = m-2(p - 4) tr AA’ + O(m-3) 
(k) m-6E(tr4 T’ATP) = me23/4 tr AA’ + O(m-3). 
Proof. As the elements of P are i.i.d. normal random variables the above 
results follow by straightforward computation. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC NONNULL DISTRIBUTIONS OF Two TEST CRITERIA 
Let S = S, + is, be CW,(Z, n). We shall consider the distribution of two 
test statistics, n = 1 S, + is, I// S, / and 7 = tr[S2S;‘S2’(Sr - SsS;-1S2’)-r], 
under the alternatives Z-l = I + im-lA, where m = 2n - p - Q . We shall 
assume that A is block diagonal as in (4). 
Wesetcw=p+$,f=p(p-1)/2andy,=p(p- l)(p2+(p- 1)2-8)/96 
for convenience. Let S, = TT’ and S, = TQT’ with T lower triangular and 
Q skew-symmetric. Then the joint density of T and Q is 
f,‘(n) 2” fi t;;-j exp - c tfk 11 - QQ’ I(n-p)‘s 
j=l jak 
. 1 I - im-lA 1% e tr(m-ITQT’A). (5) 
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Therefore 
E(Amh’2) 
= E(l I - QQ’ lmh’4) 
= jj 2’F,l((m + a)/2) fi tzfaei (exp - 1 t;k) 
j=l @k 
. 1 I _ QQ’ lMl+h)+m-Zp)/4 / I _ m-2AA’ I(m+a)/4 e tr(m-lTQT’A) dT dQ 
= 11 2”pi’((m + 01)/z) fi ty-j (exp - c tTk) 1 I - QQ’ l(m(l+h)+a-@)/* 
i=l j>k 
. 1 I _ m-2AA’ j(m+a)l4 m  
& ((2kW m-zk tr2” TQT’A dT dQ# 
Expanding by using Lemmas 1, 2, and 3 we obtain by inverting in the usual 
manner 
Pr(--m log A < E) 
= Wxf2 d 0 + m%(Wx~+2 < f) - Pr(xf2 < 5)) 
+ m-2(Po P4xf2 < 0 + A Wx:+, < 0 + P2 Pr(xT+4 < 5)) + O(mm3), 
where 
cq, = (l/4) tr AA’, &, = -y2 - (a/4) tr AA’ + (l/32) tr2 AA’, 
pl = ((201 - 1)/4) tr AA’ - (l/16) tr2 AA’, 
and 
A + A + 82 = 0. 
We obtain similar results for the trace test. By letting P = ml/2Q(I - QQ’)-112 
we have 
E(e tr mO2-%) = E(e tr &2-lQQ’(I - QQ’)-1) 
= E(e tr 02-lPP’). 
The Jacobian of the transformation Q + P is 
,,-~'~-l'/4 1 I + pp',,,-1 [-@P-U/~ 
and together with (5) we obtain 
E(e tr mB2-%) 
Ez 
Jj 
2~&“~-1’/4f+;~((~ + ,@) / I - m-2AA’ l(mfN4 
* fi tz+=-’ (exp - C tfk) (e tr ~92~lPP’) I I + PP’m-l l(m+o-1)/4 
j>k 
* e tr( T’ATP(I + PP’m-1)-l m-3/2) dT dP. 
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For large m, Pr(ch,(PP’) > m) is negligible. Therefore, we shall expand the 
moment generating function of tr PP’ in a series. 
E(e tr 02-lPP’) = JJ 29m-~(*1)/4F,1((m + 01)/2) 
* fi ty-’ (exp - 5 &) (e tr 82-lPP’) 
* ((e tr - PP’/4)(1 + (4m)-l(& tr(PP)2 - (CY - 1) tr PP’) 
+ (4m2)-l ((a - 1)2/8 tr2 PP’ - (a - 1)/8 (tr PP’)(tr(PP’)“) 
+ (l/32) tr2(PP’)2 + (CX - 1)/2 tr(PP’)2 - 4 tr(PP’)“) 
* (1 - (4m)-l tr AA’ - (4m2)-l OL tr AA’ + (32~~~)~l tr AA’) 
* (1 + m-3 tr2 T’ATP + (24me)-l t# T’ATP 
+ (8m4)-l (tr T’ATP)(tr T’ATP3)} dT dP + O(m-3). 
Using Lemma 4 we obtain 
Pr(4m7 < 5) = Pr($ tr PP’ < 5) = Pr&- < 5) + m-1(01o’ Pr(x,2 < 5) 
+ ~5’ Wx?+2 < 0 + a2’ WxL4 < 5)) + mm2(A Wxf2 G 5) 
+ B1’ Wx?+2 G t) + F2 Pr(x?+4 < b) + 15~’ WxY+3 < 5) 
+ 84) Wx;+e < 5)) + OW3). 
where 
cc,,’ = -(l/4) tr AA’, or,’ = (l/4) tr AA’ - 1/8p(p - 1)(2p - l), 
as’ = W)P(P - 1)CQ - l>, 
13,’ = -y2 + (l/32) tr AA’ - (l/8)(29 + 1) tr AA’, 
&’ = -(l/16) tr2 AA’ + (p/2) tr AA’ + (1/32)p(p - 1)(2p - 1) tr AA’, 
&’ = (l/4)$0 - l)(P - 41)” + (1/128)~(~ - 1)(2p - II2 
- (P(P - 1) + 4) + (l/32) tr2 AA’ - (l/32)$@ - 1) 
- (2~ - 1) tr AA’ - (1/4)(2p - 1) tr AA’ 
- (1/4)(2p - 1) tr AA’ - (1/32)(2p - l)(p2 - p + 4) tr AA’, 
Pi = -W2)P(P - l)(P2 -P + 1) - (W)p(p - 1)(2p - 1)2 
- (p(p - 1) + 8) + (1/32)(2p3 - 3p2 + 17~ - 8) tr AA’ 
and 
6: = (1/128)p(p - 1)(4p4 - 8p3 + 77p2 - 73~ + 48). 
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It should be noted that the asymptotic distributions of both the trace test and 
the likelihood ratio test depend only on tr AA’. 
4. COMPARISONS OF THE POWER OF THE Two TESTS 
For the case p = 4 and 2-l = I + im-IA, where 
and m = 2n - p - + , the exact power and asymptotic power of the likelihood 
ratio test was calculated, and also the asymptotic power of the trace test. As 
can be seen from the tables there is very little difference in the two tests. The 
exact power of the likelihood ratio test was obtained from the density of (i, 
(see Carter, Khatri, and Srivastava [I]), 
(1 - u2), Qz - 3/2)[r(n) r(n - 2) r(n - 3) P(g)]-l 
e go go WY r(n + 4 r(n + k - $1 W + j - 312) 
* r(i + Q)[+ + 1) r(k + 3/Z) r(k + j + 3) r(j + 1)1-l 
. xn-4(1 _ %)k+j+Z}, 
TABLE I 
Power Functions of the Likelihood Ratio Test n and the Trace Test i at the 5% Level 
under the Alternative .?I?:- = I + i m-l A, with p = 4 and m = 2n - p - 4, and iA 
Has Bank 2 with Eigenvalues fia” 
a 












.0523 .0595 .0729 .0942 .1265 .1739 .2415 .3343 
.0522 .0593 .0720 .0917 .1204 .I604 .2148 .2871 
.0510 .0542 .0598 .0679 .0792 .0941 .1131 .1371 
.0510 .0542 .0597 .0678 .0788 .0932 .1116 .1236 
.0514 .0545 .0597 .0673 .0775 .0908 .1076 .1285 
.0508 .0529 .0564 .0615 .0683 -0771 .0880 
.0508 .0529 .0564 .0614 .0682 .0768 .0876 
.0508 .0528 .0562 .0612 .0677 .0761 .0864 
JO14 
.0991 
.0504 .0519 .0545 .0582 .0631 .0693 .0769 .0861 
.0504 .0519 .0545 .0582 .0630 .0692 .0767 .0859 
.0506 .0521 .0546 .0582 .0630 .0690 .0764 .0853 
a (E) denotes the exact value, and (A) denotes an asymptotic approximation. 
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and the percentage points of the trace test were calculated from the density 
of r/4 
4r(n - 3/2)[I’(n - 2) P(3/2)]-1 
- io V(n + h - 4) r(k + 3/2)[r(k + 1) r(k + 91-l 
. .p+y1 + X)-z(n+k)+l}, 
Results are tabulated in Tables 1 and 2. The power of the trace test is higher 
than the power of the likelihood ratio test for alternatives very close to the null 
hypothesis, whereas the likelihood ratio test has higher power for alternatives 
further away from the null hypothesis. 
TABLE 2 
Power at the 1 y0 level of the likelihood ratio test n and the trace test p 
n 
Test \ n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
fW) 10 .0106 .0125 .0163 .0228 .0336 .0514 .0806 .1283 
44 10 .0105 .0124 .0159 .0219 .0314 .0457 .0664 .0955 
4-W 20 .0103 .0112 .0128 .0152 .0188 .0237 .0304 .0395 
4% 20 .0103 .0112 .0128 .0152 .0186 .0233 .0297 .0380 
49 30 .0102 .0108 .0118 .0133 .0154 .0181 .0217 .0264 
43 30 .0102 .0108 .0118 .0133 .0153 .0181 .0216 .0261 
7(A) 30 .OlOO .0105 .0114 .0127 .0144 .0166 .0194 .0229 
A(E) 40 .OlOl .0106 .0113 .0124 .0139 .0158 .0182 .0213 
44 40 .OlOl .0106 .0113 .0124 .0138 .0158 .0182 .0212 
69 40 .OlOl .0105 .0112 .0122 .0135 .0152 .0173 .0199 
a It is to be noted that for the trace test, the power at the 5 o/0 level was only calculated 
for n > 15 and the power at the 1 y0 level was only calculated for n > 25. These restric- 
tions were due to the slow convergence of the asymptotic series. 
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